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Abstract

The creation of word embeddings is one of the key breakthroughs in natural language
processing. Word embeddings allow for words to be represented semantically, opening
the way to many new deep learning methods. Understanding what information
is in word embeddings will help understanding the behaviour of embeddings in
natural language processing tasks, but also allows for the quantitative study of
the linguistic features such as grammatical gender. This thesis attempts to explore
how grammatical gender is encoded in word embeddings, through analysing the
performance of a neural network classifier on the classification of nouns by gender.
This analysis is done in three experiments: an analysis of contextualized embeddings,
an analysis of embeddings learned from modified corpora and an analysis of aligned
embeddings in many languages.
The contextualized word embedding model ELMo has multiple output layers

with a gradual increasing presence of semantic information in the embedding. This
differing presence of semantic information was used to test the classifier’s reliance
on semantic information. Swedish, German, Spanish and Russian embeddings were
classified at all layers of a three layered ELMo model. The word representation layer
without any contextualization was found to produce the best accuracy, indicating
the noise introduced by the contextualization was more impactful than any potential
extra semantic information.

Swedish embeddings were learned from a corpus stripped of articles and a stemmed
corpus. Both sets of embeddings showed an drop of about 6% in accuracy in com-
parison with the embeddings from a non-augmented corpus, indicating agreement
plays a large role in the classification.
Aligned multilingual embeddings were used to measure the accuracy of a gram-

matical gender classifier in 24 languages. The classifier models were applied to data
of other languages to determine the similarity of the encoding of grammatical gender
in these embeddings. Correcting the results with a random guessing baseline shows
that transferred models can be highly accurate in certain language combinations
and in some cases almost approach the accuracy of the model on its source data. A
comparison between transfer accuracy and phylogenetic distance showed that the
model transferability follows a pattern that resembles the phylogenetic distance.
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1 Introduction

Word embeddings have been created as a method for representing words semantically
in deep learning applications. This method has resulted in a breakthrough in natural
language processing, allowing for novel neural methods in nearly all facets of the
field.
Word embeddings have been shown to capture more than just strictly a word

representation. For example, early on it was demonstrated that word embeddings
had the ability to represent analogy relationships in contexts such as geography or
gender (Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig 2013). Word embeddings also have been shown to
not strictly capture semantic information. Embeddings have been shown to capture
morpho-syntactic information such as grammatical gender (Basirat and Tang 2019).
Word embeddings have allowed us a new method of experimenting with semantics
and in the same way understanding what syntactic information is present in word
embeddings might allow us to leverage that information for new insights.

Grammatical gender is generally viewed as a fairly opaque aspect of language. It
is a language feature without a very clear purpose and ruleset. The attribution of a
grammatical gender to a word is often viewed as semantically motivated by native
speakers, but their awareness of the arbitrariness of grammatical increases when
they learn multiple languages with this feature (Bassetti 2013).

At a language specific level, there are patterns observable that somewhat explain
certain cases of gender assignment. These patterns can be based on semantic or
morphological features of the word. In German for example, rivers inside the historic
borders of Germany are generally assigned the feminine gender. In Spanish, words
with the ending -a are often classed as feminine. These patterns however often have
many exceptions and generally do not cover the all nouns in a language. These
patterns also seem to be very language specific, which is interesting because the
feature of grammatical gender is a characteristic feature of the Indo-European
language family. One might expect gender assignment to be a quite rigid structure
in language, leading these patterns to overlap in related languages.

1.1 Purpose

By investigating the presence of information on grammatical gender in word embed-
dings an insight could be gained into the mechanics of grammatical gender. This
thesis presents an investigation into how grammatical gender is encoded in word
embeddings, specifically aiming to answer whether the classification of grammatical
gender in word embeddings is motivated mainly semantically or syntactically. The
experiment compares the ability of a neural classifier to classify grammatical gender
of embeddings in several scenarios with differing amount of presence of syntactic or
semantic information.
Secondly, this thesis presents a comparison of grammatical gender in many lan-

guages and shows similarity of gender systems by use of model transfer. In this
experiment cross-lingually aligned word embeddings are used to compare the per-
formance of neural classifiers between languages, but also to transfer the classifier
model between languages to compare the similarity of grammatical gender systems.
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In this experiment we compare the found similarity to genealogical relatedness to
answer if grammatical gender systems have developed similarly to other language
features.
Overall the experiments in this thesis are designed to answer the following key

questions:

• How is grammatical gender encoded in word embeddings?

• How much of the information on grammatical gender in word embeddings is
semantically motivated as opposed to syntactically?

• What can we learn about gender assignment based on word embeddings?

1.2 Outline

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 will provide a background to the
research, discussing both grammatical gender and word embeddings. Chapter 3 will
describe the methodology of three experiments:

• An experiment on contextualized embeddings

• An experiment on embeddings stripped of morpho-syntactic information

• An experiment on the transfer of classifier models between different languages

The results will be presented, analysed and discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 5
concludes this thesis and presents suggestions for further research.
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2 Background

2.1 Word embeddings

To perform machine learning on textual data it is necessary to have some kind of
numerical representation of this data. Traditionally, one-hot encoded vectors were
used for this purpose. One-hot encoded sparse vectors are computationally expensive
because the size of an average vocabulary would require input dimensionality in the
thousands. A solution to this is to use word embeddings.
In the most general sense a word embedding is a learned dense fixed size vector

representation of a word. Word embeddings are learned with the goal that it has
a small distance to embeddings of words that are similar. In other words, word
embeddings are a mapping of words to a high dimensional latent space where the
location in the space signifies relative similarity. Because word embeddings are dense
and fixed size vectors, they are very suitable for deep learning.
Word embeddings are known to capture interesting information about semantic

relations between words. An example is performing arithmetic operations on vectors
to find ’a is to b, as x is to y’ relations, also referred to as ’linguistic regularities’
(Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig 2013). Taking the vector for ’king’ and substracting the
vector for ’man’ from it, and than adding the vector for ’woman’ to it will roughly
result in the location of the vector for ’queen’.

2.1.1 Word embedding algorithms

Word embeddings can be learned in multiple ways and with multiple goals. Em-
beddings can be trained in a process where the goal is the embeddings themselves
(i.e. to produce generally applicable pre-trained word embeddings), or they can be
learned as a layer in a network with a specific task like sentiment analysis or machine
translation. A few notable methods for creating embeddings are outlined in this
section.

Embedding layer

A network could learn to embed words by feeding one-hot encoded word vectors into
a fully connected dense layer, which would then feed into the rest of a network with
a certain task. This network would learn the weights for each input neuron to all
the dense layer neurons in such a way that the task is performed optimally. These
weights are the word representations.

The problem with this approach is that one of the points of embedding words
is to avoid using computationally expensive large sparse vectors. To solve this an
optimized version of this dense layer can be used. Such an optimized ’Embedding
layer’ takes the index of a word as input and outputs the weights at that index.
In other words, instead of multiplying the matrix by a sparse vector to find the
embedding vector, an embedding layer interprets the input as an explicit index of a
row in the weight matrix. An embedding layer like this solves the problem of input
size and is computationally more efficient.
The embeddings learned in an embedding layer are heavily reliant on the goal

of the network the layer is a part of. An embedding layer will attempt to embed
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the words in such a way that the network can perform well and so it is likely to
encode features which are significant for the task. In a sentiment analysis task for
example, learned embeddings might have higher similarity when they convey similar
sentiment.

Word2Vec

Word2Vec (Mikolov, Sutskever, et al. 2013) is a method for learning non-task-specific
word embeddings. The method of word2vec is based on the distributional hypothesis
(Harris 1954). The distributional hypothesis is the suggestion that distributional
similarity implies semantic similarity. In other words, it assumes that words that
appear in the same context often must have similar meaning.

In the case of word2vec the context is a window around a target word. Word2vec
describes two models: Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and Continuous Skip-
Gram (skip-gram). The objective of CBOW is to predict a word based on its context
whereas the objective of skip-gram is to predict context based on a given word.

A method like word2vec is not constrained by task specific data size. It can be
used to learn general embeddings from very large corpora (billions of words) which
then can be applied to task specific networks.

GloVe

Global vectors for word representation (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014)
is a method for creating word embeddings that is, like word2vec, based on the
distribution of words. GloVe embeddings are learned by finding lower-dimensional
representations of a global co-occurence matrix.

fastText

FastText (Bojanowski et al. 2017) is an embedding method that learns embeddings for
words by breaking words down into character n-grams. FastText can be implemented
with either the Skip-gram or CBOW objective.

The n-gram approach helps fastText to better represent low frequency words.
This is specifically significant for compound rich languages like German, where a
representation for low frequency compound words can be learned using learned
representations of its more frequent parts.

2.1.2 Multilingual word embeddings

Because pre-trained word embeddings are learned from the context of the words,
they are monolingual. Embeddings can only be used with embeddings from the
same set because an embedding is only meaningful when compared to embeddings
mapped to the same latent space. Embeddings are initialized randomly, so even
when trained using the same model and using the same corpus, the same word
will have a completely different embedding in different sets of embeddings. This
creates a problem when working with multiple languages. To use word embeddings
across different languages the embeddings for both languages need to be mapped in
the same space. Collections of embeddings for different languages that are mapped
to the same space are called multilingual word embeddings or cross-lingual word
embeddings.

There are several methods to create multilingual word embeddings (Ruder, Vulić,
and Søgaard 2019). Some methods for learning multilingual word embeddings do so
jointly using parallel corpora such as the method proposed by Kociský, Hermann,
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and Blunsom (2014). More commonly, monolingual word embeddings are aligned
post-hoc.

The alignment of monolingual word embeddings is possible because word embed-
dings have similar shapes. Word embeddings encode the relations between word,
and therefore the relations between the concepts they refer to. Because the rela-
tions between concepts should be similar regardless of language, word embeddings
in different languages should have a comparable shape. This similarity in shape
allows for monolingual word embeddings to be aligned to other monolingual word
embeddings, creating a set of multilingual word embeddings which are mapped to
the same semantic space.
Mikolov, Le, and Sutskever (2013) phrase the problem of aligning cross-lingual

word embeddings as finding the transformation that is minimizing the euclidian
distance between corresponding sets of embeddings -( and -) . In other words, well
aligned word embeddings should have minimal distance between embeddings from
the source language and their corresponding embeddings in the target language.

2.1.3 Contextualized word embeddings

A weakness of traditional word embeddings is that they have to represent all meanings
of a word, while the meaning of a word can be heavily dependant on the context. To
solve this, contextualized models were developed. Contextualized word embeddings
add information from the context of a word to create a context specific word
embedding. A contextualized word embedding is a function of the (pre-trained) non-
contextualized word representations of the entire context. Contextualized embeddings
achieve state-of-the-art performance on natural language processing tasks such as
text classification and text summarization (Raffel et al. 2020).

Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo)

The ELMo model (M. Peters et al. 2018) is a multi-layer bidirectional RNN that
leverages pre-trained deep bidirectional language models to create contextual word
embeddings. The ELMo model has three layers. Layer 0 is the non-contextualized
token representation, which is the result of concatenating the word embedding
and character-based embeddings created with a CNN or RNN. The learned token
representation is fed into the next layer which consists of a bidirectional RNN.
Parallel to this the token representation is fed to a pre-trained bidirectional language
model. The hidden state of layer 1 is concatenated with the states of both directions
of this language model. The last layer is another bidirectional RNN layer.

2.2 Grammatical gender

Grammatical gender is a noun classification system found in many languages, where
the class of a noun can be reflected in the inflection of the noun and in agreement
with associated words. The most common grammatical gender divisions are mascu-
line/feminine, masculine/feminine/neuter and uter/neuter, but many other divisions
exist. Grammatical gender is not the same as natural gender and words can have a
grammatical gender conflicting with their natural gender. One example of this is the
German word for ’girl’, ’Mädchen’, which is a neuter noun. The gender of nouns can
differ between the same word in different languages, even when those languages use
the same classes for grammatical gender. Grammatical gender classes do not always
reflect natural gender classes and can for instance include classes such as ’non-meat
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food’ or ’insect’. This thesis will however restrict the scope to languages with sex
based noun classes.

2.2.1 Gender assignment

Gender assignment can sometimes seem arbitrary, but there are patterns to it.
German nouns for example are generally masculine when referring to a biologically
male human or animal, and feminine when referring to a female human or animal
(Durrell and Hammer 2011). Most nouns however do not fall within these categories.
It would be intuitive if those nouns would be assigned the neuter class, but this is
not the case.

In these cases it could be possible that the nouns with no biological sex could be
assigned the masculine or feminine gender due to similarity to words in those classes.
Gender is assigned based on a noun’s meaning and its form. Corbett (2001) has
defined typological categories for gender assignment which cover the varying roles
meaning and form play in gender assignment for different languages. The categories
are as the following:

• Strict semantic assignment: A language in which grammatical gender is stricly
based on semantics. A language can for example use the masculine gender
for nouns referring to male humans, feminine for nouns referring to female
humans and neuter for all other nouns. An example of this would be Tamil.
Other examples of bases for semantic systems are human-nonhuman and
animate-inanimate.

• Predominantly semantic assignment: A language in which semantic gender
assignment is used, but with enough exceptions to indicate other criteria for
gender as well.

• Formal assignment system: A language in which words that fall outside of the
semantic rules are assigned a class based on formal assignment rules. Note that
an assignment system can be strictly semantic, but no language exists where
gender assignment is strictly formal. The formal assignment system can be
based on phonological or morphological properties of the word.

An example of a language in which phonological patterns are observed in gender
assignment is French. In French 99% of nouns ending in ’E’ are masculine (Tucker
1967). Morphological formal assignment can also be found in French as well as
in many other European languages such as German and Spanish.

2.2.2 Grammatical gender in specific languages

To illustrate how grammatical gender works in specific languages and how it differs
between languages, this section offers a short description of grammatical gender in
Dutch, Swedish, German, French, Spanish, Hindi and Russian. These languages were
selected as they represent a wide range of different grammatical gender systems.

Dutch

Dutch nouns can technically be classified as masculine, feminine or neuter. In practice
however, the masculine and feminine genders are only used for animate nouns, with
the distinction between masculine and feminine being the personal and possessive
pronouns. All inanimate non-neuter nouns can be categorized as uter. In the data
used for the experiments in this thesis, no distinction is made between masculine and
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feminine nouns in Dutch. Grammatical gender in Dutch is indicated in the definite
article, adjective agreement, pronouns and demonstratives.

Swedish

Nouns in Swedish can have one of two grammatical genders, uter and neuter. They
are indicated through the article for indefinite form and through the suffix for the
definite and plural form. There are no simple rules to determine the gender. However,
living beings often have common gender, for example ’en katt’ (a cat) and ’en pojke’
(a boy).

German

Nouns in German can have the masculine, feminine or neuter gender. Grammatical
gender is indicated by the article and noun ending. An adjective is also dependent
on the gender of the related noun. Grammatical gender only affects singular nouns.
The grammatical gender in German can in some cases be derived from meaning

or word form. For assignment based on meaning German follows the rules outlined
in table 2.1 down below. The gender can also be derived from the ending of the
word. For example, words ending in -er are masculine while words ending in -chen
are neuter. Having said that, there are many exceptions to these rules.

Masculine Feminine

Male persons and male animals Female persons and animals
Makes of car Planes, motorbikes and ships
Seasons, months and days of the week Rivers (historically) inside Germany
Rocks and minerals
Alcoholic and plant-based drinks
Points of the compass and words refer-
ring to weather
Rivers outside Germany
Monetary units
Mountains and mountain ranges

Table 2.1: Rules for gender assignment in German based on meaning (Durrell and Hammer
2011)

French

The French language has two genders, feminine and masculine. Like in German,
gender is indicated by the article and noun endings. Articles un/le are masculine and
une/la are feminine. The gender can in some cases be determined from the ending
of the word, for example words ending in -eur, -et, -illon, -isme or -oir are almost
always masculine and words ending in -aie, -aison and -ation are feminine (Tucker
1967).

Nouns that refer to male persons are masculine and nouns referring to female
persons are feminine, for example nouns un homme (a man) or un garçon (a boy)
are masculine, and une femme (a woman) and une fille (a girl) are feminine.

In nouns that are referring to a person, the grammatical gender is often defined by
the gender of the person one is referring to, for example masculine when referring to
a male. In some cases the article changes but the noun is the same for both feminine
and masculine words, for example un/une touriste (a tourist), whereas in some cases
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the both the article and noun are changed, for example un cousin / une cousine (a
cousin).
There are however exceptions. In some cases, the nouns are always feminine or

masculine when referring to either gender, for example un bébé (a baby) or un
docteur (a doctor). Some words in French can change meaning depending on the
gender, for example le tour (tour) and la tour (tower).

Spanish

In Spanish, nouns have two genders, masculine and feminine. Articles el/un are used
with masculine nouns and la/una are used with feminine nouns.

It is often possible to determine the the gender of the noun by the ending of the
word. For example, word ending with -o, -ma or -pa are often masculine whereas
words ending with -a, -ión or -d are often feminine. There are some exceptions to this,
such as the masculine noun el d́ıa (day). Exceptions to these patterns are however
rare. Based on the ending grapheme of a word the gender can be predicted with
85.5% accuracy for masculine nouns and 95.6% accuracy for feminine nouns (Clegg
2011).

Hindi

Hindi has two genders, masculine and feminine. The gender formation involves
suffixation, phonological changes and suppletion. Nouns, verbs, postpositions, and
adjectival modifiers can inflect for gender. Hindi does not feature articles. The gender
of the word can sometimes be determined by the ending. Words ending in i(-i) are
ussualy femine while words ending in a (-aa) tend to be masculine. Interestingly,
even sex-differentiable nouns tend to follow this pattern in Hindi (Koul 2008).

Russian

Russian has three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter. Nouns referring to male
persons are masculine and nouns referring to female persons are feminine. Neuter
nouns often refer to non-living objects, with some exceptions like дитя (a child) and
животное (an animal).

In many cases, the gender can be determined by the endings of the word. Masculine
nouns often end in a consonant or -й, feminine nouns in -a or -я and neuter nouns
often end in -o or -e or -ë. There are some exception to this, for examples noun
мужчина (a man) is masculine.

The gender of the noun can in some cases be derived from meaning of the word. For
example, cities, islands and months are ussualy masculine while rivers are feminine
and lakes are neuter.
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3 Experiments

The investigation into grammatical gender in word embeddings is done through
observing the ability of a neural network classifier to correctly classify the grammatical
gender of nouns. It is assumed an increase or decrease in this ability indicates increased
or decreased presence of information on grammatical gender in word embeddings.

The general flow of the experiments is as follows. Word embeddings are combined
with treebank data to create noun embeddings labeled by gender. This dataset is
divided into training data and test data. The model is trained and the accuracy on
the test data is observed.

Figure 3.1: A diagram of the experiments

Three main experiments are conducted as part of this thesis. The first experiment
uses contextualized word embeddings to measure performance while controlling
semantic information. The second experiment investigates the performance of the
classifier on embeddings that are stripped of certain indicators of gender. Lastly, the
third experiment explores grammatical gender in aligned word embeddings in many
languages.

3.1 Classifier

The classifier used in all experiments is a multilayer perceptron. The multilayer
perceptron model was chosen because it has been proven to work for the classification
of grammatical gender in word embeddings (Basirat and Tang 2019). The network
has a single hidden layer twice the size of the input layer with ReLU activation.
The output layer consists of 4 neurons with sigmoid activation. The output neurons
represent the gender categories neuter, feminine, masculine and uter.

For the implementation of the network the Python neural network package PyTorch
(Paszke et al. 2019) was used. The network was trained using the SGD optimizer
with a learning rate of 0.10 and cross-entropy loss function. Early stopping was
employed if the model stopped improving over 20 epochs, with a minimum of 2200
epochs and a maximum of 25000 epochs.
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3.2 Grammatical gender in contextualized word embeddings

The higher output layers of a model like ELMo perform gradually better at semantic
tasks like named entity recognition or semantic role labeling (M. E. Peters et al.
2018). The output layers add semantic information in a seemingly gradual manner
from the bottom to the top of the model. This addition of semantic information can
be leveraged to measure the influence of semantic information. In an attempt to
quantify the role of semantic information in classification of grammatical gender, a
contextualized word embedding model was used to control the semantic information
in the embeddings. The ELMo model was selected for this experiment because the
layered structure offers a gradually more semantically informed output.

The ELMo models employed in this experiment were pretrained models published
in the "ELMo for many langs" project (Che et al. 2018). These pretrained models
are 3-layered ELMo models trained on the Common Crawl and Wikipedia corpus.

The datasets used in the experiments are created by combining word embeddings
with data from Universal Dependencies treebanks (Zeman, Nivre, et al. 2020). Embed-
dings were retrieved from the language representation layer, the first contextualized
layer and the final output layer of the ELMo model, resulting in three labeled sets
of embeddings for every language. The noun embeddings were generated using their
treebank sentence as context. The grammatical gender is extracted from the treebank
and labeled to the noun as a one-hot encoded array. The categories used are neuter,
feminine, masculine and uter in that order. The same four class label structure was
used for all languages, to ensure compatibility of the models. From the generated
embeddings 10% was randomly sampled and split as test data. The embeddings have
a size of 1024. Because ELMo can handle out of vocabulary words, the generated
datasets were considerably larger than their counterparts made from pretrained
embeddings.
In the experiment, embeddings were created for all unique gender-labeled nouns

in the available treebanks for the selected language. The choice was made to only
consider unique nouns to prevent an advantage for the word representation layer.
Common nouns would have the same embedding in the word representation layer
while having different embeddings in the upper layers due to differing context. If this
restriction was not in place, the word representation layer could possibly overfit on
common nouns and outperform the contextualized layers based on this advantage.

The generated sets of labeled embeddings were used to train a classifier using the
settings described in section 3.1. The hidden layer size of the classifier has a size that
is twice the size of the input layer; 2048. This experiment finds the influence of added
semantic information on the presence of grammatical gender in the embeddings by
comparing the validation accuracies of embeddings from different layers of the ELMo
model. If the gender classification is semantically motivated accuracies should be
higher in the upper layers.

Language Data size

Russian 16.5K
Swedish 9K
Spanish 11k
German 22K
Hindi 6K

Table 3.1: Size of the created datasets in the experiment on contextualized embeddings
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This experiment was performed on five languages. The languages selected for this
experiment are Russian, Swedish, Spanish, German and Hindi. The languages are
selected to represent a wide range of different grammatical gender systems. The size
of the created datasets in this experiment are displayed in table 3.1.

3.3 Grammatical gender in stripped word embeddings

Whereas the previous experiment tries to measure how much of the classifier is
motivated by semantic information, this experiment aims to measure how much it
is motivated by syntactic information. Word embeddings could encode form and
agreement through the noun’s relation with agreed words. A neuter noun in Swedish
would have a high co-occurence with the corresponding article ’ett’, leading to a
strong relationship between the vectors for the noun and ’ett’. In a similar manner
suffixes marking gender might help a classifier identify gender. This is possibly
because fastText, the embedding method used in this experiment, considers subwords
during training.
To test this hypothesis embeddings have been created from a corpus that is

stripped of all forms of agreement through the removal of articles and the stemming
of all words. This experiment compares three different sets of embeddings that were
trained as follows:

• A set of embeddings trained on the full text of Swedish Wikipedia. The resulting
embeddings are considered the baseline for comparison with the embeddings
from the edited corpora.

• A set of embeddings trained on the full text of Swedish Wikipedia with every
occurence of articles (’en’ and ’ett’) stripped from the corpus.

• A set of embeddings trained on the a stemmed version of the full Swedish
Wikipedia corpus. The stemming of the corpus was done using the ’Snowball’
stemmer (Porter 2001).

The embeddings were trained using the implementations of fastText (Bojanowski et al.
2017) included in gensim (Řeh̊uřek and Sojka 2010). Skipgram was used as a training
algorithm and the most relevant used settings are E42C>A_B8I4 = 100, F8=3>F = 5,
;40A=8=6_A0C4 = 0.025. For the settings of learning the embeddings the goal was to
tune the model so that the resulting baseline embeddings achieved performance close
to that of pretrained embeddings. For this experiment performance is only a relative
measure so the learning of the embeddings was not optimized beyond this point.

Unique nouns labeled by gender were extracted from the Swedish UD treebanks. For
every set of embeddings, these nouns were linked to their corresponding embedding
resulting in embeddings labeled by gender. A classifier, as described in section 3.1,
is trained on these labeled embeddings. The validation accuracy and loss of the
classifier are compared between the different sets of embeddings.

3.4 Multilingual word embeddings and model transferability

In previous experiments, we have examined how grammatical gender could be encoded
in word embeddings by varying the conditions in which the embeddings were formed.
In this experiment, we use this encoding of grammatical gender in embeddings to
examine grammatical gender systems themselves.
Aligned word embeddings allow us to meaningfully compare embeddings from

different sets of embeddings. In the context of this experiment, aligned embeddings
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allow us to apply what a classifier learns for classifying one set of embeddings
and apply it to a different aligned set of embeddings. Through this process, it is
possible to compare grammatical gender in word embeddings between different sets
of embeddings.

The goal of this experiment is to measure the similarity of grammatical gender in
word embeddings between many languages. The underlying assumption is that when
a classifier (as described in section 3.1) is applied to a test set of aligned embeddings
in a different language, its performance is indicative of how similar grammatical
gender is encoded in the source and target language embeddings. If for example both
languages use the feminine gender for vehicles, the transferred model should be able
to accurately apply this to the target language.

3.4.1 Data

The experiment on aligned word embeddings was done using pre-trained aligned
embeddings published on the fastText website (Joulin et al. 2018).1 The languages
were selected on the availability of treebanks and pretrained aligned word embeddings.
The selected languages are all languages that were present in the UD treebank and
the set of pretrained aligned embeddings published by fastText. Exceptions to this
are Albanian and Norwegian. Albanian was omitted due to its small treebank size.
Norwegian performed very poorly even on itself with accuracies of around 75%,
despite having a majority class of 58%. It is not known what caused these poor
results, but the low perfomance would lead to noisy and meaningless results when
transferred. Most languages are Indo-European and all use some combination of
the neuter, feminine, masculine and uter classes. The bias towards Indo-European
languages is slightly unfortunate, but does reflect the prominence of grammatical
gender as a language feature of Indo-European languages. High-resource languages
with grammatical gender outside of the Indo-European languages are scarce. The
languages and their noun class distributions are displayed in table 3.2.

Language m f n c Size
Arabic ar 33 67 - - 3
Bulgarian bg 24 33 43 - 9
Catalan ca 49 51 - - 9
Czech cs 17 41 43 - 44
Danish da - - 72 28 7
German de 24 40 36 - 56
Greek el 25 52 23 - 4
Spanish es 44 56 - - 1
French fr 43 57 - - 13
Hebrew he 44 57 - - 6
Hindi hi 33 67 - - 8
Croatian hr 17 39 45 - 12

Language m f n c Size
Italian it 45 55 - - 13
Lithuanian lt 38 62 - - 7
Latvian lv 49 51 - - 13
Dutch nl - - 72 28 9
Polish pl 21 35 45 - 26
Portuguese pt 45 55 - - 8
Romanian ro 64 37 - - 17
Russian ru 17 34 49 - 44
Slovak sk 18 39 43 - 9
Slovenian sl 16 41 43 - 12
Swedish sv - - 75 25 11
Ukrainian uk 14 38 48 - 11

Table 3.2: Languages included in the data. The gender distribution (in %) is shown in columns
m = masculine, f = feminine, c = common (uter), n = neuter. The "Size" column
indicates the number of nouns in thousand tokens (K).

For every language a labeled set of noun embeddings was created by combining
nouns labeled by gender, sourced from UD treebanks (Zeman, Nivre, et al. 2020),
with their corresponding embedding. The data for every language is randomly split

1https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/aligned-vectors.html
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into 10 folds of equal size. These folds are allocated to be used as either training,
testing or validation data in a 8/1/1 ratio respectively. To ensure coverage of the full
dataset and to account for variability between runs, the allocation of folds is rotated.
The final results are the average results of a full rotation of the folds, covering the
full dataset.

3.4.2 Method

For every language in the dataset a model is trained with the settings described in
section 3.1 using the training data which is allocated based on the fold split and fold
rotation. After the training of a model, it is applied to the test sets of all languages
including itself. In a full run of the experiment models are trained for 24 languages
and applied to each other’s data, creating 576 pairwise accuracy measures.

3.4.3 Baselines

The accuracy of the transferred model is interpreted as a measure of how similar the
encoding of grammatical gender is between the languages. For this interpretation to
be accurate we need to account for the difference in performance for each language.
Simply comparing accuracy would create results where non-learned factors like
similar distribution would contribute too heavily.

A common baseline for classifiers is a majority baseline. The majority baseline is
the percentage of the most frequent class. However, in the case of this experiment
this baseline is not suitable, because an accuracy far under the majority baseline
could still demonstrate a significant success of the model transfer. Take for example
two arbitrary languages where language X has a distribution of 90% male and 10%
female nouns, where language Y has a distribution of 10% male and 90% female
nouns. If the model for language X would achieve an accuracy of 40% on language Y,
this would demonstrate significant transferability while being far under the majority
baseline. An accuracy of 40% means the model of language X can accurately identify
female nouns in language Y despite having a strong bias towards male.

In this experiment the ideal baseline would emulate a situation where no informa-
tion in the model is applicable to the target language. In other words, the baseline
should demonstrate the performance of the classifier where correct classification is
motivated by nothing other than chance. Such a baseline can be formulated as∑

6∈{<,5 ,2,=}
? (6B)? (6C )

where ? (6B) is the probability of the given gender in the source language and ? (6C )
is the probability of the given gender in the target language.

To test the hypothesis that the proposed baseline does emulate a situation where
no information in the model is applicable to the target language, an experiment was
performed where the source model was trained on embeddings that are not aligned
to the embeddings of the target languages. The results are displayed in table 3.3.
It is observed that the results of this experiment very closely follow the calculated
baseline, with a variation of 1% due to chance. From this experiment it is concluded
that this baseline is suitable for the model transfer experiments.
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Swedish German (unaligned) Greek

Accuracy 0.061 0.328 0.365
Proposed baseline 0.076 0.341 0.342

Table 3.3: Comparison of transfer accuracy of German model trained on unaligned embeddings
to the proposed baseline

For example, if the German model would manage an accuracy of 20% ( 13% over
this baseline) on Swedish, that would show quite a significant ability to classify
Swedish neuter nouns. The proposed baseline reveals this whereas the majority
baseline does not acknowledge that. A majority baseline would make more sense if
the main motivation for the experiment was the transfer itself, but in this experiment
the effectivity or usefulness of our model transfer is not the end goal. On the other
hand, the proposed baseline inherently compensates for the mismatching distributions,
which might be a bias that should not be corrected since the mismatch itself includes
information about language relatedness.
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4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Grammatical gender in contextualized word embeddings

Swedish German Russian Spanish Hindi

Word representation layer 93.82 85.53 90.05 98.02 93.96
First contextualized layer 92.13 85.05 85.57 54.63 94.28
Output layer 91.24 84.88 87.10 54.62 92.69

Table 4.1: Accuracy of classifying embeddings from different layers of ELMo models

The results of the experiment with contextualized word embeddings are displayed
in table 4.1 above. In the table we observe that for all languages except Hindi, the
embeddings from the non-contextualized layer result in the best classifier performance.
A clear decrease in accuracy is observed when classifying gender of the contextualized
word embeddings.

Hindi is the only language that saw an increase in performance when comparing
the contextualized layers with the word representation layer. Hall (2002) states that,
while the grammatical gender of most animate nouns in Hindi seems to correspond
with natural gender, the gender assignment of inanimate nouns seems to be arbitrary.
If this is the case, it is expected that Hindi would perform worse in this experiment.

In the case of the German embeddings the results seem to be more in line with the
expectations. Dye et al. (2017) suggests that German gender assignment is based on
quite strict semantic clustering. German shows the smallest decrease in performance,
but a decrease nonetheless. This result however still provides some support for the
validity of the underlying assumption of the experiment. If the information added in
the contextualized layers would help classify semantically motivated noun classes,
then the relative performance of a language like German should be higher than a
language like Spanish.

Spanish saw a dramatic decrease in performance classifying the embeddings from
the contextualized layers. Where the word representation layer achieved an accuracy
of 98%, the contextualized layers did not perform over the baseline of 55%. The high
accuracy of the word representation layer could be explained by the fact that there
are rules based on the ending of the word formulated for Spanish that can predict
the grammatical gender with 95.6% accuracy for feminine and 85.5% accuracy for
masculine nouns (Clegg 2011). Considering the word representation layer of ELMo
uses character level embeddings as part of the word representation, the model should
be capable of catching these patterns easily.

The inability of the model to learn to classify the Spanish contextualized embed-
dings is harder to explain. Given the high accuracies achieved on Spanish embeddings
in this experiment and the experiment concerning aligned embeddings, it would
seem classifying Spanish embeddings is a relatively easy task. Considering this, the
detrimental effect of the ’noise’ introduced by the contextual layers should be less
dramatic for Spanish than it would be for a harder to classify language like Russian.
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It could be possible that the pre-trained Spanish model used in this experiment was
flawed.
An unfortunate shortcoming of this method is that it is hard to isolate the

susceptibility to noise of the model for a given language. It could be the case that
the information which a certain model bases the classification on is more fragile for
some embeddings rather than others. However, it still seems unlikely that this is
the case for the Spanish model since the task of classifying Spanish embeddings is
relatively easy.
What can be concluded is that the added contextual information is not only

unhelpful, but even detrimental to the classifiers performance. It can be argued that
the classifier uses little semantic information for classifying grammatical gender, and
that the semantic information added in this experiment acted as noise.

4.2 Grammatical gender in stripped word embeddings

Loss Accuracy

Wikipedia corpus 0.247 91.37
Wikipedia corpus, no articles 0.368 85.61
Wikipedia corpus, stemmed 0.397 84.66

Table 4.2: Accuracy and loss for embeddings with different source corpora

The results from the experiment on embeddings learned from stripped corpora are
shown in table 4.2 above.
Stripping articles from the corpus the embeddings are trained on has made a

large impact on the ability of the classifier to learn to predict grammatical gender.
The classifier only manages an accuracy of 85.61% on the embeddings from the no
articles corpus, which means there is a 6% drop in accuracy in comparison to the
embeddings trained on the unedited corpus. This 6% drop in accuracy is significant
considering the data has a 70% majority baseline. This could indicate that the
relationship between nouns and articles in word embeddings plays a significant role
in how information on grammatical gender is encoded in Swedish word embeddings.
For 67% of all nouns in this dataset the similarity of the embedding of the noun

was larger with the embedding of the corresponding article than with the embedding
of the non-corresponding article. On manual inspection all cases where this does not
hold seem to be uncommon nouns. Some examples include ’trohetsaspekten’ (the
aspect of fidelity), ’äktenskapsetik’ (ethics of marriage) and ’samhörighetsbehovet’
(the need for belonging). It is likely that the model has not seen these nouns enough
to establish their similarity to their corresponding noun. When manually checking
the similarity of common nouns with articles it is found that in all cases the similarity
of the noun embedding with the embedding of their corresponding article is greater
than the similarity of the noun with the non-corresponding article. For neuter words
the difference in similarities is smaller, most likely because the article ’en’ is simply
more common. Neuter nouns also show a similar similarity to ’et’, which is the
suffix of the definite neuter noun. Considering how clearly nouns seem to follow this
pattern, it is surprising to see the performance drop only 6% when the classifier
cannot depend on it.
When classifying the stemmed embeddings the accuracy falls to 84.66%. It is

an indicator that information on form is a source of information for the classifier.
This result matches the expectations. Interestingly the result is very close to that of
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the embeddings from the corpus stripped of articles. This would suggest that the
classifier is as much motivated by morphology as it is by the relationship to articles.
This is interesting since the relationship with the article is on the surface a more
clear and simple pattern.
One caveat with the interpretation of the results of this experiment is that the

relationship between the amount of information on grammatical gender present in
the embeddings and the accuracy of the classifier is not necessarily linear. Because of
this it is hard to determine the significance of these performance drops. By comparing
them to the majority baseline and the performance on the baseline embeddings we
can tell that the classifier performed worse but still made informed predictions in
both cases. It is however not sure possible to tell exactly how significant the 6%
drop is.
The stripping of the corpus might in some ways have degraded the ability of

the embeddings to capture meaning. Stripping the corpus also strips it of some
meaning, so learning word representations from it should be at least slightly more
difficult. To account for this the quality of the embeddings was evaluated by manually
inspecting the neighbors of embeddings and testing language regularities. All three
sets of embeddings found a similar similarity for regularities like E42 (3A>CC=8=6) ≈
(E42 (:D=6)−E42 (<0=))+E42 (:E8==0), leading to the conclusion that in this experiment
quality of the embeddings was not significantly impacted.

4.3 Multilingual embeddings and model transferability

4.3.1 Results

ar bg ca cs da de el es fr he hi hr it lt lv nl pl pt ro ru sk sl sv uk

ar 0.29 0.08 0.15 0.11 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.15 0.13 0.16 0.07 0.09 0.14 0.09 0.05 0.00 0.09 0.12 0.10 0.07 0.12 0.06 -0.00 0.09

bg 0.08 0.49 0.22 0.23 -0.00 0.11 0.11 0.19 0.14 0.16 0.20 0.25 0.15 0.11 0.12 -0.02 0.26 0.20 0.18 0.27 0.26 0.21 0.03 0.20

ca 0.12 0.20 0.46 0.14 0.00 0.15 0.20 0.40 0.32 0.24 0.17 0.13 0.39 0.13 0.14 0.00 0.17 0.38 0.28 0.17 0.15 0.12 -0.00 0.14

cs 0.09 0.29 0.24 0.46 0.00 0.14 0.12 0.21 0.24 0.10 0.11 0.27 0.27 0.11 0.08 -0.01 0.24 0.25 0.17 0.25 0.28 0.16 -0.00 0.19

da 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.13 -0.04 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.15 -0.01

de 0.00 0.09 0.08 0.12 0.08 0.48 0.15 0.13 0.16 0.11 0.04 0.08 0.23 0.03 -0.02 0.07 0.13 0.21 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.01

el 0.05 0.11 0.21 0.08 0.04 0.17 0.51 0.25 0.18 0.18 0.10 0.11 0.19 0.06 0.09 0.03 0.07 0.22 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.05

es 0.07 0.17 0.41 0.13 0.00 0.16 0.18 0.46 0.33 0.22 0.10 0.09 0.37 0.10 0.13 0.00 0.18 0.39 0.26 0.12 0.18 0.09 -0.00 0.11

fr 0.05 0.16 0.39 0.18 0.00 0.18 0.21 0.38 0.45 0.23 0.15 0.14 0.37 0.12 0.12 0.00 0.17 0.37 0.28 0.15 0.19 0.12 -0.00 0.13

he 0.02 0.16 0.29 0.12 0.00 0.14 0.13 0.26 0.23 0.44 0.14 0.12 0.27 0.09 0.10 0.00 0.13 0.22 0.21 0.09 0.13 0.11 -0.00 0.13

hi 0.06 0.08 0.13 0.09 0.00 0.05 0.07 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.35 0.16 0.15 0.08 0.05 0.00 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.08 0.07 -0.00 0.12

hr 0.09 0.26 0.25 0.23 -0.03 0.08 0.14 0.19 0.23 0.25 0.26 0.50 0.20 0.14 0.16 -0.02 0.21 0.22 0.13 0.29 0.23 0.25 -0.00 0.25

it 0.12 0.16 0.39 0.16 0.00 0.19 0.16 0.39 0.34 0.23 0.12 0.11 0.47 0.12 0.15 0.00 0.16 0.38 0.25 0.14 0.15 0.10 -0.00 0.12

lt 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.10 -0.00 0.05 0.11 0.15 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.15 0.17 0.36 0.13 -0.00 0.10 0.18 0.04 0.13 0.13 0.11 -0.00 0.16

lv 0.04 0.12 0.18 0.11 0.00 0.09 0.13 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.12 0.16 0.17 0.13 0.39 0.00 0.14 0.17 0.11 0.13 0.16 0.12 -0.00 0.15

nl 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.12 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.32 -0.03 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.00 0.01 0.12 -0.00

pl 0.12 0.28 0.31 0.27 -0.04 0.14 0.14 0.33 0.25 0.15 0.15 0.22 0.25 0.11 0.12 -0.04 0.48 0.29 0.16 0.22 0.29 0.20 -0.02 0.21

pt 0.06 0.19 0.39 0.16 0.00 0.17 0.21 0.39 0.32 0.19 0.04 0.14 0.38 0.11 0.13 0.00 0.17 0.46 0.24 0.15 0.16 0.12 -0.00 0.13

ro 0.07 0.22 0.26 0.10 0.00 0.12 0.16 0.25 0.23 0.18 0.15 0.09 0.22 0.07 0.13 0.00 0.14 0.22 0.41 0.13 0.17 0.13 -0.00 0.11

ru 0.02 0.26 0.27 0.26 -0.02 0.16 0.16 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.28 0.26 0.15 0.16 -0.03 0.22 0.25 0.17 0.49 0.24 0.24 -0.00 0.29

sk 0.07 0.30 0.22 0.29 -0.00 0.11 0.11 0.23 0.20 0.12 0.17 0.30 0.24 0.11 0.11 -0.01 0.25 0.20 0.19 0.27 0.46 0.23 0.01 0.23

sl 0.08 0.26 0.23 0.20 -0.01 0.12 0.12 0.19 0.15 0.17 0.16 0.28 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.02 0.20 0.16 0.12 0.23 0.23 0.46 0.02 0.18

sv -0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.01 0.11 0.01 0.03 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.08 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.01 0.29 0.02

uk 0.08 0.29 0.28 0.26 -0.03 0.09 0.13 0.28 0.24 0.20 0.23 0.28 0.27 0.15 0.11 -0.03 0.24 0.23 0.16 0.33 0.23 0.20 -0.02 0.44

Table 4.3: Accuracy of classifier transfer for all languages adjusted with the random guessing
baseline (row is model, column is test set)

The results of the experiment are in the tables 4.3 and 4.4. Table 4.3 displays the
result corrected with the baseline described in 3.6 and table 4.4 displays the results
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ar bg ca cs da de el es fr he hi hr it lt lv nl pl pt ro ru sk sl sv uk

ar 0.85 0.48 0.65 0.53 0.00 0.39 0.42 0.67 0.65 0.68 0.62 0.52 0.66 0.63 0.55 0.00 0.51 0.64 0.55 0.51 0.54 0.48 0.00 0.53

bg 0.48 0.84 0.60 0.59 0.06 0.45 0.44 0.58 0.53 0.55 0.60 0.61 0.54 0.50 0.50 0.05 0.62 0.59 0.55 0.63 0.61 0.57 0.09 0.56

ca 0.62 0.58 0.96 0.56 0.00 0.53 0.57 0.90 0.82 0.74 0.67 0.55 0.89 0.63 0.64 0.00 0.57 0.88 0.78 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.00 0.57

cs 0.51 0.65 0.66 0.83 0.05 0.50 0.47 0.63 0.66 0.52 0.53 0.65 0.69 0.53 0.50 0.04 0.61 0.67 0.59 0.63 0.65 0.53 0.04 0.57

da 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.90 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.76 0.03

de 0.38 0.43 0.46 0.48 0.15 0.83 0.50 0.51 0.54 0.49 0.42 0.43 0.61 0.41 0.37 0.13 0.48 0.59 0.44 0.44 0.41 0.41 0.10 0.37

el 0.37 0.44 0.58 0.43 0.11 0.52 0.90 0.61 0.54 0.53 0.43 0.45 0.55 0.40 0.47 0.10 0.41 0.59 0.55 0.43 0.42 0.44 0.08 0.39

es 0.59 0.55 0.91 0.55 0.00 0.54 0.54 0.96 0.84 0.72 0.62 0.51 0.88 0.62 0.63 0.00 0.59 0.89 0.74 0.54 0.59 0.51 0.00 0.54

fr 0.57 0.55 0.89 0.59 0.00 0.56 0.56 0.88 0.96 0.74 0.67 0.56 0.88 0.63 0.63 0.00 0.58 0.87 0.76 0.57 0.60 0.54 0.00 0.57

he 0.54 0.55 0.79 0.54 0.00 0.52 0.49 0.77 0.74 0.95 0.66 0.54 0.77 0.61 0.60 0.00 0.53 0.72 0.69 0.51 0.54 0.53 0.00 0.57

hi 0.62 0.48 0.64 0.51 0.00 0.42 0.39 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.91 0.58 0.67 0.61 0.55 0.00 0.50 0.63 0.58 0.56 0.49 0.49 0.00 0.57

hr 0.51 0.62 0.67 0.61 0.02 0.44 0.49 0.61 0.65 0.67 0.68 0.87 0.62 0.56 0.58 0.03 0.58 0.64 0.54 0.67 0.60 0.63 0.04 0.63

it 0.64 0.55 0.89 0.58 0.00 0.57 0.52 0.90 0.84 0.73 0.64 0.52 0.97 0.63 0.66 0.00 0.56 0.88 0.73 0.56 0.56 0.52 0.00 0.55

lt 0.68 0.51 0.66 0.52 0.00 0.42 0.46 0.66 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.57 0.68 0.89 0.63 0.00 0.51 0.69 0.51 0.56 0.54 0.53 0.00 0.60

lv 0.54 0.50 0.68 0.53 0.00 0.47 0.50 0.69 0.69 0.65 0.62 0.57 0.67 0.63 0.89 0.00 0.53 0.67 0.61 0.55 0.57 0.54 0.00 0.58

nl 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.72 0.09 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.92 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.73 0.04

pl 0.53 0.64 0.71 0.63 0.02 0.49 0.47 0.73 0.65 0.55 0.56 0.59 0.65 0.52 0.52 0.02 0.84 0.69 0.54 0.60 0.65 0.57 0.04 0.59

pt 0.57 0.57 0.89 0.57 0.00 0.55 0.58 0.89 0.82 0.69 0.56 0.56 0.88 0.62 0.63 0.00 0.57 0.96 0.73 0.57 0.57 0.54 0.00 0.56

ro 0.52 0.59 0.76 0.52 0.00 0.50 0.57 0.74 0.71 0.66 0.61 0.50 0.70 0.54 0.63 0.00 0.52 0.70 0.94 0.52 0.57 0.55 0.00 0.53

ru 0.46 0.62 0.69 0.64 0.02 0.51 0.49 0.68 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.58 0.58 0.02 0.59 0.68 0.56 0.87 0.61 0.62 0.04 0.68

sk 0.48 0.65 0.62 0.66 0.05 0.47 0.45 0.64 0.61 0.53 0.58 0.67 0.65 0.52 0.52 0.04 0.61 0.60 0.59 0.64 0.82 0.60 0.06 0.61

sl 0.50 0.62 0.65 0.57 0.04 0.48 0.47 0.61 0.57 0.59 0.58 0.66 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.07 0.57 0.58 0.53 0.61 0.60 0.83 0.06 0.57

sv 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.72 0.07 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.91 0.05

uk 0.52 0.66 0.71 0.64 0.01 0.45 0.47 0.71 0.67 0.64 0.68 0.67 0.70 0.59 0.54 0.01 0.62 0.66 0.58 0.72 0.61 0.58 0.02 0.84

Table 4.4: Accuracy of classifier transfer for all languages not adjusted with the baseline (row
is model, column is test set)

with no such correction. The rows represent the models and columns represent
the test data they are applied to. To give a better overview the tables are colored
according to relative performance.
The models applied to their own test set yielded quite varying results. Without

correcting for the baseline, the worst performers are Slovak, Slovene and German,
with 82%, 83% and 83% accuracy respectively. In general, the three-gender languages
present lower accuracies than two-gender languages.
When transferred to test sets of other languages the best results are observed

within the Romance languages. The best transfer result is the Spanish model applied
to Catalan with 41% adjusted for baseline (91% without correction).

We observe the highest transfer accuracies between languages of the same language
family. More about the relationship between accuracy and language distance will be
discussed in 4.3.3.

The neuter/uter languages (Swedish, Danish and Dutch) stand out for completely
failing on data from other systems, even when the neuter class is shared. This could in
part be explained by the high percentage of uter nouns in these languages (72-74%).
The accuracy of these models is still far below what is expected when transferred to
neuter/masculine/feminine languages. The neuter/uter models achieve no better on
classifying neuter/masculine/feminine languages than what is expected based on the
random chance baseline. In many cases these models even perform slightly below the
baseline. We can derive from this that the neuter/uter system’s neuter class differs
greatly from the neuter/masculine/feminine system’s neuter class. It seems learning
to classify neuter in the neuter/uter languages does not help these models classify
neuter in the neuter/masculine/feminine languages.

Apart from the neuter/uter languages we see the lowest transfer performance when
models are applied to Arabic, Latvian and Lithuanian.
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One assumption supporting the experiments is that the classifier’s performance is
indicative of the presence of the information in the embeddings. It is not necessarily
the case that the relationship between these is strictly linear. In fact, the goal of a
classifier in general is to be performant despite noise or lack of information. When
interpreting the results the robustness of the classifier should therefore be kept in
mind.

4.3.2 Variance

To measure the variability of the experiment the mean absolute deviation was
calculated between all results of all runs of the same fold. From all these mean
absolute deviations, we once again determine the mean value. The measure was
determined to be 0.00408. This measure tells us that, provided with the same data
and data split, the experiment has an average deviation of 0.41% for any given
specific result. In other words, when running the experiment twice in the same
conditions, the variability caused by random seeding causes specific results to vary
by 0.41%.
This same measurement was also taken for results of different fold splits. In this

situation the mean of all mean absolute deviations was 0.00916. In other words,
when varying the data splits specific results are expected to vary by 0.92%.

4.3.3 Phylogenetic distance analysis

ar bg ca cs da de el es fr he hi hr it lt lv nl pl pt ro ru sk sl sv uk

ar 0.00 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.77 0.93 0.95 0.91 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.91 0.93 0.89 0.91 0.96 0.92 0.88 0.92

bg 0.92 0.00 0.86 0.63 0.89 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.87 0.93 0.85 0.59 0.80 0.84 0.82 0.86 0.62 0.85 0.82 0.63 0.64 0.55 0.88 0.61

ca 0.91 0.86 0.00 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.83 0.69 0.73 0.92 0.85 0.87 0.64 0.87 0.88 0.84 0.88 0.67 0.67 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.89 0.86

cs 0.91 0.63 0.86 0.00 0.88 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.85 0.94 0.88 0.57 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.87 0.57 0.89 0.86 0.63 0.52 0.45 0.86 0.61

da 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.00 0.64 0.93 0.88 0.87 0.91 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.89 0.89 0.64 0.92 0.93 0.84 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.56 0.92

de 0.93 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.64 0.00 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.83 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.86 0.51 0.90 0.86 0.83 0.88 0.87 0.84 0.64 0.87

el 0.93 0.86 0.83 0.87 0.93 0.90 0.00 0.83 0.85 0.91 0.87 0.86 0.82 0.84 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.90 0.86 0.85 0.91 0.84

es 0.94 0.85 0.69 0.84 0.88 0.87 0.83 0.00 0.75 0.90 0.85 0.84 0.54 0.83 0.86 0.85 0.87 0.59 0.65 0.89 0.83 0.83 0.89 0.84

fr 0.94 0.87 0.73 0.85 0.87 0.89 0.85 0.75 0.00 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.70 0.85 0.89 0.86 0.87 0.69 0.72 0.88 0.85 0.84 0.90 0.87

he 0.77 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.87 0.00 0.85 0.92 0.91 0.88 0.93 0.90 0.96 0.92 0.89 0.95 0.91 0.93 0.92 0.93

hi 0.93 0.85 0.85 0.88 0.85 0.83 0.87 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.00 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.89 0.84 0.83 0.88 0.89 0.84 0.88 0.90

hr 0.95 0.59 0.87 0.57 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.92 0.82 0.00 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.85 0.63 0.87 0.83 0.64 0.56 0.47 0.85 0.63

it 0.91 0.80 0.64 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.54 0.70 0.91 0.84 0.82 0.00 0.87 0.90 0.82 0.85 0.60 0.51 0.88 0.84 0.82 0.87 0.85

lt 0.93 0.84 0.87 0.84 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.85 0.88 0.84 0.82 0.87 0.00 0.68 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.85 0.86 0.83 0.82 0.89 0.84

lv 0.96 0.82 0.88 0.84 0.89 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.89 0.93 0.85 0.81 0.90 0.68 0.00 0.87 0.84 0.90 0.86 0.85 0.81 0.80 0.89 0.86

nl 0.93 0.86 0.84 0.87 0.64 0.51 0.89 0.85 0.86 0.90 0.84 0.85 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.00 0.88 0.88 0.83 0.90 0.85 0.85 0.64 0.87

pl 0.91 0.62 0.88 0.57 0.92 0.90 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.96 0.89 0.63 0.85 0.88 0.84 0.88 0.00 0.88 0.90 0.67 0.63 0.52 0.90 0.67

pt 0.93 0.85 0.67 0.89 0.93 0.86 0.84 0.59 0.69 0.92 0.84 0.87 0.60 0.88 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.00 0.68 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.91 0.90

ro 0.89 0.82 0.67 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.65 0.72 0.89 0.83 0.83 0.51 0.85 0.86 0.83 0.90 0.68 0.00 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.87 0.90

ru 0.91 0.63 0.89 0.63 0.89 0.88 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.95 0.88 0.64 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.90 0.67 0.89 0.88 0.00 0.63 0.61 0.90 0.61

sk 0.96 0.64 0.87 0.52 0.90 0.87 0.86 0.83 0.85 0.91 0.89 0.56 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.85 0.63 0.88 0.86 0.63 0.00 0.56 0.86 0.60

sl 0.92 0.55 0.85 0.45 0.87 0.84 0.85 0.83 0.84 0.93 0.84 0.47 0.82 0.82 0.80 0.85 0.52 0.87 0.84 0.61 0.56 0.00 0.87 0.54

sv 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.86 0.56 0.64 0.91 0.89 0.90 0.92 0.88 0.85 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.64 0.90 0.91 0.87 0.90 0.86 0.87 0.00 0.88

uk 0.92 0.61 0.86 0.61 0.92 0.87 0.84 0.84 0.87 0.93 0.90 0.63 0.85 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.67 0.90 0.90 0.61 0.60 0.54 0.88 0.00

Table 4.5: Phylogenetic distances of all selected languages

The goal of measuring model transferability was to explore if grammatical gender
is encoded similarly in word embeddings in different languages. A good result for
model transfer means the encoding of grammatical gender is similar between the
two languages. Therefore, the results of this experiment could be interpreted as a
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similarity matrix. The similarity matrix can then be converted to a distance matrix
where the distance metric would be 1 − 022DA02~.

Interpreting the results as a distance matrix allows for a comparison with estab-
lished language distance measures.
The phylogenetic distance was calculated using 40-word Swadesh lists published

in the ASJP database (Wichmann et al. 2020). These Swadesh lists are parallel
lists containing the words for common concepts in many languages. The distance
between two languages is calculated from these lists by calculating the normalized
Levenshtein distance between every pair of words and calculating the average of
these distances. The normalization of the Levenshtein distance was done by dividing
the Levenshtein distance by the length of the longest word in the word pair. The
resulting distances are displayed in table 4.5.

Interpreting the model transfer results as a distance matrix allows for the applica-
tion of hierarchical clustering to create a phylogenetic tree. Using Ward’s hierarchical
clustering method the dendrograms in figure 4.1 was created. In the case of the data
from the model transfer the distance metric is not completely symmetrical, so the
higher triangular part of the matrix was used as a condensed distance matrix.

Although the two dendrograms have a very different shape, strong similarities in
the overall structure can be observed. The dendrogram based on the transfer accuracy
clearly groups the Slavic, Germanic and Romance languages together. Within the
families still some similarities can be found, but the internal structure seems to be
mostly different.

Figure 4.1: Dendrograms based on phylogenetic distance and the model transferability

Notably the German is not grouped together with the other Germanic languages,
and is instead grouped with Greek. This can be explained by the differing gender
systems as German has three-genders while the other Germanic languages in this
experiment are two-gender systems.
Languages with the feminine/masculine system are grouped in the right branch.

The neuter/uter languages are strongly isolated in the branch on the left. Languages
with no close language relatives in the data are placed in somewhat unexpected
places. Hebrew is grouped in on top of the Romance languages, because it did slightly
better at classifying nouns in these languages.
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Figure 4.2: Scatterplot of phylogenetic distance and transfer accuracy

Figure 4.2 displays a scatterplot of the baseline corrected accuracies of the model
transfers compared to the phylogenetic distance as calculated with the Levenshtein
distance. There some outliers with close to 0 accuracy but small phylogenetic distance.
The most notable outlier here represents the German/Dutch language pair. Despite
the outliers the plot clearly displays a negative correlation between distance and
accuracy.
The correlation efficients are A = −0.671997, g = −0.3432829 and d = −0.4905707

with a p-value of 2.2e-16. Based on this correlation and similarity in phylogenetic
trees constructed with our distance metric and Levenshtein distance we can draw the
conclusion that patterns in the encoding of grammatical broadly follow genealogical
relationships in languages.
It should be noted that Levenshtein distance is not an accurate measure for lan-

guage distance over long distances (Greenhill 2011). However, since most languages in
this experiment are in the Indo-European language family and therefore linguistically
relatively close, this distance metric has been considered to be adequate.
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4.3.4 Dimension reduction analysis

One way to get more insight into the shape and grouping of the embeddings is through
applying dimensionality reduction methods. Through dimensionality reduction it
becomes possible to map the high dimensional embeddings to a two-dimensional
space. This allows for the visualization of the structure of the data.

The dimensionality reduction method that was used is t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton
2008). This technique was selected because it does well at preserving the structure
of the data at different levels.

Figure 4.3 displays the t-SNE projection of the test data for Swedish, Dutch and
German. The gender classes do not form clearly seperated large clusters, but they do
tend to be somewhat grouped together. Figure 4.4 shows the t-SNE projections for

Figure 4.3: t-SNE projection of nouns in Swedish, Dutch and German

one hundred sampled words in Swedish and Dutch, and Swedish and Russian. Swedish
transferred moderately well to Dutch, achieving 68% accuracy. In the projection
we can see some similarity to the placement location of Swedish and Dutch neuter
and uter nouns. Swedish transferred very poorly to Russian, achieving 3% accuracy
despite sharing the neuter gender. In this projection it looks like Russian neuter
words are mapped closer to Swedish uter words than Swedish neuter words, which
might account partially for the low accuracy.

(a) Swedish/Dutch (b) Swedish/Russian

Figure 4.4: t-SNE projection of randomly sampled nouns in Swedish, Dutch and Russian
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4.3.5 Kullback-Leibler divergence

ar bg ca cs da de el es fr he hi hr it lt lv nl pl pt ro ru sk sl sv uk

ar 0.00 0.30 0.05 0.23 13.18 0.35 0.56 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.22 0.03 0.01 0.05 13.18 0.26 0.03 0.19 0.20 0.25 0.23 10.16 0.18

bg 2.77 0.00 2.76 0.02 9.75 0.01 0.11 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.77 0.02 2.75 2.76 2.76 9.74 0.00 2.75 2.82 0.01 0.01 0.02 7.84 0.03

ca 0.06 0.28 0.00 0.18 13.12 0.27 0.37 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.19 0.00 0.02 0.00 13.12 0.24 0.00 0.04 0.20 0.20 0.18 10.82 0.16

cs 1.88 0.02 1.84 0.00 10.71 0.02 0.09 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.88 0.00 1.84 1.86 1.84 10.71 0.01 1.84 1.87 0.01 0.00 0.00 8.81 0.01

da 13.22 9.74 13.22 9.84 0.00 9.74 9.72 13.22 13.22 13.22 13.22 9.84 13.22 8.49 13.22 0.00 9.78 13.22 13.22 9.83 9.81 9.85 0.00 9.88

de 2.77 0.01 2.71 0.02 9.79 0.00 0.04 2.72 2.72 2.72 2.77 0.02 2.72 2.74 2.71 9.78 0.02 2.72 2.73 0.03 0.01 0.02 8.19 0.04

el 3.10 0.10 2.96 0.08 9.65 0.04 0.00 2.99 3.00 3.00 3.10 0.10 2.99 3.04 2.96 9.64 0.10 2.98 2.90 0.14 0.08 0.09 8.63 0.13

es 0.03 0.27 0.00 0.18 13.13 0.28 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.00 13.13 0.23 0.00 0.07 0.19 0.21 0.18 10.63 0.15

fr 0.02 0.27 0.01 0.19 13.13 0.29 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.01 13.13 0.23 0.00 0.09 0.19 0.21 0.18 10.57 0.15

he 0.02 0.27 0.01 0.19 13.13 0.29 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.01 13.13 0.23 0.00 0.08 0.19 0.21 0.18 10.58 0.15

hi 0.00 0.30 0.05 0.23 13.18 0.35 0.56 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.22 0.03 0.01 0.05 13.18 0.25 0.03 0.19 0.20 0.25 0.23 10.17 0.18

hr 1.90 0.02 1.87 0.00 10.68 0.02 0.11 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.90 0.00 1.87 1.88 1.87 10.68 0.01 1.87 1.92 0.01 0.00 0.00 8.70 0.00

it 0.03 0.27 0.00 0.18 13.13 0.28 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.00 13.13 0.23 0.00 0.07 0.19 0.21 0.18 10.64 0.15

lt 0.01 0.28 0.03 0.21 13.13 0.31 0.49 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.20 0.01 0.00 0.03 13.13 0.24 0.01 0.13 0.20 0.23 0.20 10.36 0.17

lv 0.06 0.28 0.00 0.18 13.12 0.27 0.37 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.19 0.00 0.02 0.00 13.12 0.24 0.00 0.04 0.20 0.20 0.18 10.82 0.16

nl 13.22 9.71 13.22 9.81 0.00 9.71 9.70 13.22 13.22 13.22 13.22 9.81 13.22 8.50 13.22 0.00 9.75 13.22 13.22 9.80 9.78 9.82 0.00 9.86

pl 2.37 0.00 2.35 0.01 10.17 0.02 0.11 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.37 0.01 2.35 2.35 2.35 10.16 0.00 2.35 2.41 0.01 0.00 0.01 8.18 0.02

pt 0.03 0.27 0.00 0.18 13.13 0.28 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.00 13.13 0.23 0.00 0.07 0.19 0.21 0.18 10.66 0.15

ro 0.20 0.35 0.04 0.22 13.16 0.29 0.29 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.19 0.24 0.07 0.13 0.04 13.16 0.31 0.07 0.00 0.30 0.25 0.22 11.51 0.23

ru 1.95 0.01 1.95 0.01 10.62 0.04 0.16 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.95 0.01 1.94 1.94 1.95 10.62 0.00 1.94 2.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 8.43 0.01

sk 2.11 0.01 2.07 0.00 10.46 0.01 0.09 2.07 2.07 2.07 2.10 0.00 2.07 2.08 2.07 10.46 0.00 2.07 2.11 0.01 0.00 0.00 8.57 0.01

sl 1.85 0.02 1.80 0.00 10.75 0.02 0.09 1.80 1.81 1.81 1.84 0.00 1.80 1.82 1.80 10.75 0.01 1.80 1.84 0.01 0.00 0.00 8.85 0.00

sv 13.25 10.19 13.25 10.28 0.00 10.19 10.18 13.25 13.25 13.25 13.25 10.28 13.25 8.30 13.25 0.00 10.22 13.25 13.25 10.27 10.25 10.28 0.00 10.32

uk 1.59 0.03 1.57 0.01 11.02 0.04 0.14 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.59 0.00 1.56 1.57 1.57 11.02 0.01 1.56 1.63 0.01 0.01 0.00 8.90 0.00

Table 4.6: Kullback–Leibler divergence for all selected languages

One aspect of the data that could possibly affect the accuracy of the classifier when
applied to another language’s data is the difference in distribution of grammatical
gender. When one language is heavily biased towards a certain gender, it might
perform worse when transferred to another language that does not have this bias.
Languages that have very similar distributions might show extra high accuracy
simply because the similar distributions increase the chance of a random correct
guess.

Figure 4.5: Transfer accuracy
compared to KL-
divergence (pairs
with divergence > 1
omitted)

A way to quantify the difference in distribution
is to calculate the Kullback-Leibler divergence
(Kullback and Leibler 1951). Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence is a measure of the information
lost when one distribution is used to approximate
another. The KL divergence is zero when the dis-
tributions are the same and a positive number
when they are not. Notably the KL divergence is
a non-symmetric measure.
In table 4.6 above, the Kullback-Leibler diver-

gence is displayed. A high KL divergence signifies
a large difference between the distributions of the
language pair. At first glance the standout feature
of this table are the very high divergence numbers
for the neuter/uter languages. The KL divergence
is very low between language pairs of the same
family.

We see that Hindi has a higher KL divergence
to French than Spanish. Hindi is a language with
a bias to the masculine gender while French and
Spanish have a ∼45%/55% distribution. This is
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g r d p-value

All Languages -0.4823586 -0.6597726 -0.6801356 5.636e-08
Slavic -0.2618764 -0.3797503 -0.3730552 0.002397
Romance -0.5735805 -0.8261269 -0.7647464 1.151e-06
Germanic -0.7642935 -0.6489155 -0.9044037 5.636e-08

Table 4.7: Correlation of Kullback-Leibler divergence of the grammatical gender distribution
and accuracy (baseline corrected) in aligned word embeddings ordered by language
family

reflected in the accuracy. However, it is difficult to isolate this factor from other
factors such as language relatedness, because closely related languages tend to have
similar gender distributions. Even if they would have similar distributions, the Hindi
classifier would be expected to perform worse on French and Spanish simply because
they are less closely related languages.
The KL divergence has a strong negative correlation with the accuracy, as the

Pearson’s coefficient is -0.8628863, Kendall’s tau is -0.5851064 and Spearman’s rho
is -0.756761. A significant influence on this correlation are language pairs with
mismatched grammatical gender categories. Swedish for example has extremely high
KL divergence and low accuracy with most languages because of its two-gender
system. When languages use different classes such as Spanish and German, the KL
divergence will be high but the accuracy will will not necessarily be proportionally
low. Therefore it is interesting to also consider if the correlation holds within language
families. In table 4.7 we can see that the correlation is the weakest within the Slavic
family, but in general some correlation can be observed.
From this it can be concluded that there is some influence of the difference

in distribution on the outcome of the experiment. However, the baseline already
corrects for the correct or incorrect random guesses caused by similar or differing
distributions. It is therefore likely that any correlation beyond this baseline is based
on the relationship between language relatedness, accuracy and distribution. Both
the transfer accuracy and the KL divergence are linked to language relatedness, and
therefore correlate with each other.

4.4 Embedding quality and performance ceiling

In a perfect situation this experiment would yield accuracies from the baseline
(demonstrating 0 transferability) to perfect accuracy (demonstrating complete trans-
ferability). It is however the case that the performance of models classifying themselves
varies greatly. The range of accuracy for models classifying their own language goes
from 97% (Italian) down to 82% (Slovak). Since a transfered model is improbable to
ever perform better on another language than itself, this accuracy classifying its own
data can be seen as a performance ceiling.

The cause of this greatly varying results can theoretically be found in many aspects.
First of all, the embeddings of different languages will have differing qualities. It
could for example be the case that the embeddings for a language like Slovak has
been trained on a much smaller corpus resulting in much less accurate embeddings.
Secondly there is the grammatical difference between the languages. Some grammati-
cal gender aspects are inherently more likely to be encoded in word embeddings. If a
language would rely heavily on semantic patterns for grammatical gender, it is very
likely that a gender classifier will do well because capturing semantic similarity is
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the goal of the used word embeddings. Another difference that could be of influence
is the morphological richness of a language. The morphology could on one hand help
the classification process with morpho-syntactic markers of gender, but on the other
hand a morphologically rich language has many low frequency words and therefore
is more likely to have low quality embeddings.

At the very least it can be said that the difficulty of classifying grammatical gender
differs between languages. In the experiment, this difficulty is partially accounted
for by applying the baseline. The baseline does however only correct for transfer
difficulty based on distribution, not the inherent difficulty of classifying nouns in a
specific language.
The clearest signal that is available for determining this difficulty would be the

performance of a classifier on its own language. For example, Slovak has a baseline
of 37% and an accuracy classifying Slovak of 82%. The Czech model managed an
accuracy of 65% on the Slovak data, 28% over baseline but also only 17% below the
performance ceiling. The Ukranian model managed 28% over baseline on Spanish
data, but in this situation it is 25% under the ceiling. Considering these numbers,
there is something to be said for interpreting the Czech to Slovak transfer as more
succesful than the Ukranian to Spanish.
To correct for the varying performance ceiling and floor it would be possible to

measure the transfer accuracy as a relative value based on the position of the result
between the floor and ceiling. However, introducing such a correction would make
the measure gotten from the transfer accuracy even more opaque and introduce a
lot of extra variables influencing this measure. Nevertheless this varying perfomance
ceiling is an important sidenote for interpreting the results from this experiment.
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5 Conclusion

This thesis approached the topic of the encoding of grammatical gender in word
embeddings from two directions. Firstly it presents an analysis of how grammatical
gender is encoded in word embeddings to further the understanding of what infor-
mation we feed into networks when we use word embeddings. Secondly it presents
a method which leverages this information to analyse the underlying grammatical
feature and to gain insight into how grammatical gender system compare between
languages. In the introduction these goals were summarized with the following key
questions:

• How is grammatical gender encoded in word embeddings?

• How much of the information on grammatical gender in word embeddings is
semantically motivated as opposed to syntactically?

• What can we learn about gender assignment based on word embeddings?

The neural classification of grammatical gender has given an insight in how this
feature is encoded in word embeddings. Through three experiments these questions
have been researched. Using contextualized embeddings it was found that adding
semantic data generally hurts the performance of the classifier. However the manner
and quantity of performance loss differs greatly between languages. From this it could
be concluded that the amount of the information on grammatical gender in word
embeddings that is motivated semantically as opposed to syntactically differs per
language. Having said that, the whole experiment failed to yield very clear results,
which is likely due to noise introduced by the model.

Analysing t-SNE projections has shown that word embeddings of a certain noun
class are likely to be close to other words of the same noun class, indicating semantic
grouping of noun classes.
Through creating embeddings from a corpus that is stripped of information on

form and agreement, we found that a noun’s form and relationship to gender specific
articles is an important source of information for grammatical gender in Swedish
word embeddings. This experiment shows that the information on grammatical
gender is not strictly semantically motivated and can for a large part be dependent
on synctactic markers.
It was shown through model transfer of a neural classifier that it is probable

that grammatical gender can be encoded differently between languages, even when
languages are closely related. Specifically we have seen cases where despite sharing
classes, models have been unable to outperform random guesses indicating no
transferable knowledge. This finding supports the idea that a specific class like
’neuter’ might actually be encoded completely different between some languages.

We do however observe a parallel between language relatedness and the likeliness of
model transfer success. Hierarchical clustering analysis showed that the model trans-
ferability follows a pattern that resembles the Indo-European tree model. Languages
that are closely related are likely to have the same gender system, but even within
groups of the same gender system this pattern could be observed. The accuracies of
transferred models also somewhat correlate with normalized Levenshtein distance.
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One thing this thesis has not explored is creating embeddings with the specific
goal of gender classification. In the experiments in this thesis the embeddings have
been used as input and not as a layer of the classifier. Using pre-trained embeddings
in an embedding layer and allowing the network to train the embeddings as part of
the classifier could perhaps yield interesting results.
It would be interesting to perform the model transfer experiment on a set of

languages with a larger range of distances. Currently the experiment is constrained
by the available data, which causes a strong bias towards Indo-European languages.
A larger analysis would be needed to see if the relationship between phylogenetic
distance and transfer accuracy holds for different language families. Having a larger
scope would also enable the experiment to explore universality of grammatical gender.

Another subject that is worth exploring is a comparison of grammatical gender in
embeddings created by different embedding techniques. The fastText method used
in this thesis splits words into n-grams during the learning of the representations.
This makes fastText able to capture meaning of prefixes, suffixes and other morpho-
syntactic features that might mark grammatical gender. Comparing the accuracy of
a grammatical gender classifier on embeddings created with other techniques could
perhaps give insight in the relevance of these n-grams for capturing gender.
The experiment with stripped embeddings could be expanded to include many

languages to potentially compare and identify gender assignment systems. Comparing
the performance drop caused by stemming could differentiate languages that do not
rely strongly on morphological features for the classification of grammatical gender.
An experiment like this could perhaps partially categorize languages in the gender
assignment categories as defined by Corbett (2001).
In conclusion, this thesis has presented insight into the encoding of grammatical

gender in word embeddings and demonstrated the use of this information for a
quantative comparison of grammatical gender between languages.
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